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Abstract
,,,.

During the past four years, a feature recognition based expert system for
automatically performing group technology part coding from solid model
data has been under development. The system has become a production
quality tool, capable of quickly determining the geometry based portions of
a part code with no human intervention. It has been tested on over 200
solid models, half of which are models of production Sandia designs. Its
performance rivals that of humans performing the same task, often
surpassing them in speed and uniformity.
The feature recognition capability developed for part coding is being
extended to support other applications, such as manufacturability analysis,
automatic decomposition (for finite element meshing and machining), and
assembly planning. Initial surveys of these applications indicate that the
current capability will provide a strong basis for other applications and that
extensions towards more global geometric reasoning and tighter coupling
with solid modeler functionality will b,, necessary.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper summarizes progress we have made in developing an expert
system that automatically performs group technology part coding through feature
recognition techniques. The software is named Mitro, after S.P. Mitrofanov, the
father of modern part classification and coding. The system has become production
worthy, rivaling human performance.

This paper will introduce group technology and our reasons for automating
the part coding task. Then, feature recognition and its role in our appIication are
described. Specific design details and test results follow, along with a of other
applications requirements that can be supported by our feature recognition
capability.
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2. GROU ,r_TECHNOLOGY

Group technology is a means of saving time and money in design and
manufacture by grouping similar parts together to take advantage of their
similarities.In design,group technologyhelpslocatepreviousdesignsthat might
be suitableor adaptablefor the present task; in manufacturing,we can use

knowledge aboutpreviouslymanufacturedpartsto assistin planningforproduction
of new parts.

Part classificationand coding is a mechanism for implementing group
technologyby assgr_ng a numeric part code to each part that is designed.The
part code reflectsfeaturesof the partsuch as shape,size,tolerance,material,and

manufacturing processes.Retrievalof similarpartsrequiressearchingthrough a
databaseto fredpartswith similarpartcodes.

We attemptedto use group technologypart classificationand coding in the
DOE Complex using manual techniques.A committee selectedand purchased a
commercial part coding system.Our designagencieswere then charged with the

task of assigningpart codes to allnew parts.Sandia trainedeightpeopleto code
parts;three fuU.time and two part-timepart coders were assignedto manually
perform the task.

After coding approximately800 parts in three years,Sandia'spart coding
effortceased.Other DOE sitesabandoned the effortas weil.The part code
databasewas rarelyconsulted,becausesimilarpartscouldnot be locatedwith it.

Difficultieswith partcodingcan be tracedto a few fundamentalcauses:

• Developing a Useful Database Requires Time. In order for a part coding
database to be useful, it must be populated with a large number of part codes.
Coding each part requires at least 15 minutes, so thousands of person hours are
required to achieve a useful system.

• Part Coding is Difficult. Our part coding specification consists of over 800

rules that relate over 150 part attributes. The parts being coded are commonly
represented by two dimensional drawings having hundreds or thous,_mds of
geometric and annotation entities. Compbunding this difficulty is the
requirement that the part coder understand the wide variety of design and

' manufacturing disciplines (tolerancing, turning, sheet metal bending, extruding,
machining) that the part coding specification reflects.

• Differing Interpretations are Common. The part coding specification is
written in loose terms, permitting a variety of interpretations. Also, the parts
being coded can be viewed in many different ways. These differences in
interpretation resulted in similar parts receiving very different part codes.
Under such conditions, effective retrieval of similar @arts is difficult.

Because of these problems, we developed an automatic system for coding
parts. Such a system would capture the experience of experts and apply that
expertise uniformly on every part. Time requirements could be minimized by
purchasing faster hardware. Additionally, the system could be extended to
automate other design and manufacturing applications.
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3. FEATURE RECOGNITION

In order to develop the automatic group technology part coding system, we
require features and feature recognition.

A significant body of research in the area of features has recently developed.
Many different def'mitions of feature have been advanced by various researchers in
the field. For our purposes, we will define feature as "anything of interest". By
this definition we mean that a feature is some information required for the
application. Features may be function, form, or process based, and are often
expressed at a higher level than the geometric description of a part.

Features play an essential role in our system, because the part coding
specification is written entirely in terms of features. In fact, most design and
manufacturing applications require features. It is difficult to imagine discussing an
application such as machining without encountering terms such as holes, slots, and
flats. [CUNN88] suggests that reasoning about design and manufacturing activities
automatically develops features- that applications and features are inseparable.

Features are application specific. Machining is concerned with the volumes of
material that must be removed to create the part from the stock, and with finding
a means of accessing material removal regions with a tool. Casting is concerned
with features such as wall thickness. Tool accessability is not an issue, while flow
of material within the boundaries is. Each different application requires a different
set of features.

The data we have chosen to use as input to our application is in the form of
CAD (Computer-Aided Design) solid models. Solid models are complete,
unambiguous representations of the geometry. However, CAD data is not expressed
in the specific high-level terms used in the part coding specification (e.g. the part
is rotational and has holes). B-rep (boundary representation) solid data is expressed
as low-level geometric and topological entities (e.g. faces, edges, vertices). B-reps
represent parts in a falrly unique way (aside from geometric and topological
flavorings), but are lower-level than the application we are pursuing. CSG
(Constructive Solid Geometry) and FBM (Feature Based Modeling) cannot be
directly used because their representations are not unique. A single part can be
modeled in many different ways in CSG and FBM; such variability was a primary
cause of the failure of manual part coding. Additionally, directly modeling parts in
terms of features requires that the features match the application. Our designers
did not find the part coding viewpoint to be particularly natural, and hence did not
create good feature based input for the part coding system.

Feature mapping and feature recognition are the only methods of
automatically creating an application specific feature based model. Feature
mapping is the transformation of one feature based model to a different one.
Feature recogniticn recognizes patterns in a geometric model to create the feature
based model. Feature recognition is more useful in the general case, because solid
model data from any source (whether manually or automatically generated) can be
used, while feature mapping must start with a carefully constructed,
manually.defined feature based model. Additionally, feature mapping must support
the interactions between elements of a very large set of entity types (e.g. slot/slot,
slot/hole, slot/pocket, hole/pocket interactions), while feature recognition is only



required to support interactionsbetween geometric entities(e.g. face/face
interactions).Finally,featuremapping has only recentlybecome a researchtopic,
whilefeaturerecognitionisa fairlymature technology.For thesereasons,we have
chosen to implement thepartcodingsystem usingfeaturerecognition.

4. DEVELOPMENT PHILOSOPHY

This sectiondocuments design decisionsthat were made in developingthe
part coding system.Specificdetailsof the recognitionalgorithmsare documented
in [AMES91].

Featurerecognitionisa heuristicprocess.In developingan automated system,
we are requiredto implement algorithmsto recognizefeatureswhen we have
never before had to preciselydef'me these features.Features are not only
applicationspecific;they vary from person toperson. Our experiencewith part
coding shows that two people,given identicalgeometries,recognize different
features.For this reason,an automatic featurerecognizeris only required to
generatereasonablefeaturebased models, not to match any particularhuman's
performance.

Our features are primarily defined as sets of portions of faces. Pre_dous
feature recognition efforts (e.g. [KYPR80], [HEND84], [WOO82], [VAND90]) have
concentrated on volumetric and face based features, neither of which match the
semantics of our application. Volumetr:c features represent material to be removed

in machining. Our part coding specification focuses on the final shape of the part,
not on the material that was removed in creating it, so volumetric features are
undesirable. Face based features are not completely satisfactory either, because
there is not a one-to-one mapping between faces and features (this is documented

as the face locality problem in [AMES88]). Representing features as sets of
portions of faces permits us to represent the final shape of the part while
addressing the face locality problem. Subface based features have been
implemented here by recording which portions of edges of a face have been used

in a feature; when all of the edges of a face have been used, the face is no longer
available for membership in new features. 1

Exact B-rep data is required by our system. CSG models are very difficult to
use because CSG models are not unique and they contain null geometry (faces and
subfaces that are present in the CSG model but aren't present in the final
geometry) -- the form of the part cannot be determined without evaluating the
model (creating a B-rep). B-rep data is also more commonly available than CSG.

Algorithms for converting from CSG to B-rep exist, while the inverse mapping
does not. Exact (not faceted) data is required because many features are defined

explicitly in terms of specific kinds of higher-order surfaces (e.g. a taper is a
conical surface). For this reason, the model must explicitly contain natural quadric
surfaces and must not be faceted. Seams in the model can cause significant

difficulties, especially in symmet.,T detection, where a symmetric part will have an
assymetric model due to the seams.

1This edge marking strategy permits portions of faces that are not next to an edge
to be ignored in the features being recognized. Thus far this has not been a
serious limitation.



The feature recognizer in Mitro is passive; that is, it has no direct procedural
links to a solid modeler. This decision was based on achieving speed and avoiding
dependence on any particular vendor's modeler. Additionally, CAD vendors have
been reluctant to provide any programmatic interface, so a passive modeler is
much easierto deliver.Certain applicat,ions require strongerlinks to a solid
modeler,but speed can be gainedby limitingthe amount ofinteraction.

The feature recognizer'sarchitectureis based on featurettes,which are
featuresthat are recognizedto assistin the recognitionprocess.They are often
very low levelfeatures,such as sets of paralleledges,or sets of faceshaving
similar attributes(such as surface f'mish and area). Featurettes permit

decomposing the recognitionprocessintosmaller,simplerstepsthatare easierto
develop than the complex algorithmspresent in previousefforts.Additionally,
many featurettesa_e usable in recognizingmore than one kind of feature;
maintainingfeaturettessaves effort.For example,Figure 1 shows a portionof the
featurettehierarchyused forrecognizingprofiledholes,extrusionsides,and slots.
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Figure 1. An example featurette hierarchy. Faces adjacent by portions of
overlapping parallel edges are used to infer the presence of profiled holes,
extrusions, and slots. Portions of the hierarchy have been omitted for clarity.

Balancing geometric and topological information is important in developing a

competent recognizer. Previous recognizers (e.g. [KYPR80]) have been largely



topology driven, with the exception of [VAND90], which is primarily geometry
driven. Purely geometry driven systems are computationally intensive, because they
require making geometric tests on ali pairs of entities in the model. Additionally,
they ignore topological clues that permit recognizing a wider range of features.
Purely topology driven systems are weak in their reasoning abilities, because
topologically close entities can be very distant geometrically and vice versa. This
work focuses on 2-1/2 dimensional (swept) features, using both geometry and
topology to define the necessary patterns and tests. Concentrating on geometry
that is 2-1/2 D allows us to relax some of the topological restrictions, while
permitting us to search for geometric patterns that are relatively simple to find.

The feature recognition process is organized based on a feature precedence.
_s feature precedence is necessary to preserve the semantics of the part coding
s ecification. For example, a set of faces that could define a machined slot can
occur on the profile of an extrusion. If the part is extruded, no "slots" on its
profile will have to be machined, so we must supress recognition of such slots,
while permitting slots to occur elsewhere on the part. The feature precedence
guarantees that possible alternative interpretations of the geometry are not
generated. Generating only one interpretation is much faster than generating
many, and is appropriate for our application. The precedence we have defined
places shape defining features (outer and inner diameters, sheets, bends, extrusion
sides) highest, followed by shape modifying features (profiled holes, holes, slots,
curved faces and flats). At each step in the recognition process, all higher
precedence features must have been recognized before lower precedence features

may be recognized. The portions of faces that do not belong to a feature of higher
precedence are considered for membership in the current feature class.

Geometric and topological invariance is necessary for the system to be

successful. The part, code must be insensitive to variables such as global
orientation or entity ordering in the input data to prevent the problems that
occurred with human part coding. Featurettes enable each recognition step to
consider sets of related entities, minimizing the impact of their orientations or
topological positions.

Features may interact in a number of ways, and feature recognition
algorithms have historically performed poorly on parts with interacting features.
This work addresses the feature interaction problem using a number of techniques.
Feature merging is avoided, because features that might be combined can easily be
considered independently with no serious difficulties. Additionally, merging is

expensive, requiring solid modeler verification. Faces are permitted to belong to
more than one feature (using subfaces), to address the face locality problem.
Finally, it is recognized that the local geomet_3r and topology of the model may not
capture global interactions, but that local interactions are more easily recognized.
Recognition proceeds from featurette hints (very local information) to local tests to

more global tests, in order to minimize effort while deriving correct features. For
example, outer diameters of a rotational part are found by first finding a convex
rotational face (a hint), then locally testing it to find any faces that are adjacent
to it (especially by smooth or convex edges) in a manner that locally obscures
accessability to the face. Finally, all of the faces in the model are tested (by
examining sample points) to determine whether they obscure the potential outer
diameter. A global simulation by a solid modeler would be the ultimate test of a



feature. We have avoided such uses of the solid modeler because they are largely
unnecessary and too expensive for this application; other applications will require
such interaction.

5. TEST RESULTS

Mitro currently supports recognition of the following part coding features:
overall part shape and size, symmetries, stock, thru. and blind-machined elements
(prof'fled holes, holes, slots, fiats, curved faces), tool axes, hole patterns, rotational
features (outer diameters, inner diameters, diameter visibility, centering holes,
chamfers, faced ends; grooves, tapers, profiles, projections, bends), sheet metal
features (sheets, bends, cutouts, flattened perimeter), prismatic features (curved
and slanted faces, rotational projections), extrusion features, and simple assembly.
features.

The software has been tested using a suite of approximately 200 parts. Of
these, 90 are simple- to medium-complexity Sandia designed parts. The part codes
the system generates have been compared with human generated part codes. The
results are very encouraging.

The system is reasonablyfast,The entiretestsuitecan be coded in lessthan
twelvehours on a SymbolicsXL400 workstation,averaging7 minutes per part on

medium complexityparts.Human part coders required15 minutes per part to
generate codes.Mitro is faster_han humans, and can be improved with faster
hardware.

The softwareperformsreliably,codingallof the partsin the testsuitein a
consistentmanner. All of the similaritiesof the partsare capturedin the part
codes,without regard,to orientation,relativesizeof features,or any of the other
problems that plagued manual efforts.The system is very thorough in analyzing

parts;often discrepanciesbetween human and machine generated part codes can
be tracedto detailsthe humans missed.The software'sresultsare not identicalto

the humans' results.In caseswhere they differ,one of the followingsituations
occurs:

• The softwarewas wrong and the human right.

' _-_" /_._.• The human was wrong and the software._,_,,_;. -_i _' 2q
/

• Both the software and the human were right.

• Both were wrong.

The software errors are generally related to infrequently encountered global
interactions; further development can correct these cases. Human errors are errors
in perception; these errors are much more difficult to correct. In cases where the
both are correct, the software's answer is preferable because a single set of
algorithms is used in generating the software's answers; humans tend to custom
tailor their algorithms for each _ew case. Thus, humans tend to generalize better
to new kinds of data, but don't provide uniform answers.
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The softwarewillgeneralizewellin domains where ithas been programmed.
Experiencein testingpartsthatthe system (and itsdeveloper)have not previously
seen indicatesthat the software will perform well on new parts. Human
interventionwill be requiredto determine when a new part category or new
featurerecognitioncapabilitiesshouldbe added.The softwarecannot check itself,
and willrequireperiodicreviewof itsperformance.The system istrulyan expert
system- itperformsexpertlyinnarrow domains.

Figure 2 shows some example parts from the test suitethat demonstrate
system capabilities.The software'sinterpretationsof these parts are as follows.
The firstexample isa rotationalsegment (more than one segment can be cut from
a singleturning)that does not have a turnableinner diameter.The part has
holes,a round-bottomedslot,a largeconcavecurved face,and machined fiats.The
second example is a prismaticpart (thatwould be completelymachined);itis not
turned because protrusionsare too large.It has machined slots,holes,fiats,and
curved faces,and a rotationalprotrusion.The thirdexample isa bent sheetmetal
part.lt has small corner cutouts,small and large side cutouts,and holes.The
fourthexample is an extrusionwith one slot.Ithas holesand machined fiats.

Figure 2. Example parts that are properly coded by Mitro.
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6. NEW DIRECTIONS

The featurerecognitioncapabilityhas been examined in lightof a number of
automatic applicationsit might support.Some of the requirements for these
applicationsare presentedhere,along with commentary regardingthe difficultyof
extendingthe currentwork tofilltheserequirements.

An automaticmanufacturabilityanalysistoolcan providedesignerswith early
informationregardinghow easilyand cheaplytheirdesignscan be manufactured.

The group techno'_ogyinformation(what kind of part isit,does ithave holes,etc)

can form a foundationfor such an effort.Additionally,manufacturabilityanalysis
considerswhether the parameters of features(diameters,e!_c)are standard,and
could be manufactu_redfrom standard stock with standard tools.Further

development willcenter around adding additionalclassificationof features(e.g.
countersinks,counterboresand undercuts),but appearstobe ratherdirect.

Automatic finiteelement mesh generationcan remove much of the drudgery
in performingfiniteelement analysis.Hexahedral elementsare oftenpreferredfor

analysis(especiallynonlinear analysis),but no fully automatic system for
generatingthem has yet been developed.Inputsto mapped mesh generatorsmust
be hexahedralvolumes,and manual decompositionof a part intothese hexahedra
is difficult.[RAZD89] and [PHIL88] performed early work in automatic
decomposition.An automatic decompositioncould use low and high-levelfeature
informationas hints for locationsto perform dissections.Visibilityinformation
would be helpfulin determiningwhether certaindecompositionswould interfere
with the part geometry in undesiredways. Finally,boolean operations,a simple
geometry evaluator(recognizerof hexahedralparts) and a planning algorithm
would completethe decomposer.Work here entailsusing or extendingthe current
work to providegood dissectionhints,interfacingthe system to a solidmc_eler
d;xectly,performingbooleanoperationsand interpretingtheirresults.

Machining planningis being addressedby many featurerecognitionefforts.
T_ol accessabihtyis a problem that must be addressed;this is similarto the

visibilityinformationin mesh generation.The feature recognitioncapability
developed here would be useful in generating strong hints for developing a
volumetricdecomposition,much as is performed in [VAND90], except that this
work recognizesthosehintsmore quickly.

Tkree dimensional tolerance analysis work being res_ "r_hed [ROBI89]

requires discovering where objects in an assembly contact each o_her, classifying
the type of contact being made, and forming a kinematic model that can be

analyzed for small l_arameter deviations. A reasonable approach would intersect
offset solids to locate the contacts and augmenting Mitro's recognition algorithms
to classify the intersections.

Robotic assembly requires discovering contacts between parts in an effort to

locate valid disassembly routes. These contacts could be d_.scovered identically to
the tolerance analysis work, leading to degrees of freedom. More work in g!obal

interactions wotfld be required to infer good disassembly routes. Accessabi]ity, as
required in machining planning and mesh generation, would be required here.

In each case, the existing capability provides a good starting point for the
application, but must be extended to provide adequate support. Many of the



requirements for one applicationcan be leveragedagainst other applications,
speedingtheirdevelopment.Note,though,thatthe recognitioncapabilityisshared,
while the view of the geometry is typicallyratherdifferent.The same recognizer
isoftenappliedto the data in a very differentway.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Feature recognitionis a powerhjl,useftutechnology.It has enabled us to
develop a competent,fullyautomatic group technologyapplication.Contrary to
opinionsvoicedin [SHAH88] and [PRATT84], featurerecognitionisnot redundant
effort.By recognizing'featuresuniformly,the presentsystem is much betterthan
humans at grouping parts,even though the featuresare "informationwhich the
designer was fullyaware of when he createdthe model". Feature recognition

enables us to generate many differentapplication-specificviews, addressing
applicationsthatthe designercouldnot originallyforsee.

A balanceduse ofgeometry and topology,featurettes,and featureprecedence
can combine to definea featurerecognizerthat isrobusteven when dealingwith
interacting features.

The part coding application has provided a rich environment to develop our
feature recognition capability. We have developed an excellent base for attacking
new applications. Future developments are likely to require more global reasoning
and 3tronger ties to solid modeler functionality.
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